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the plan is to help django find his wife, broomhilda (kerry washington), a slave owned by calvin candie (leonardo
dicaprio), a very ruthless plantation owner. but even before he arrives at candie's plantation, he meets candie's ward,

stephen (django unchained), a young black man who is a former slave. we see through django's eyes that he can't
stand stephen, and would gladly have killed him if he had the chance. the way tarantino shows the brutality that

stephen suffers at the hands of candie is so convincing that i was pretty much turned off of the movie right from the
beginning. this is one of the most graphic depictions of slavery that i have seen in a movie. tarantino's style is so

unique and distinctive that it is impossible to compare it to any other movie, and he's able to make the most horrific
depiction of a slave owner imaginable seem like a role we would all love to play. tarantino is one of the most

provocative and provocative filmmakers working today, and his movie is a true stunner. a movie that is full of blood
and violence, so it's no surprise that it is a favorite of mine. and i'm willing to bet, i will not be the only one to leave
the theater having been overwhelmed by the movie. tarantino's latest opus, a western set two years before the civil
war, concerns a former slave named django (jamie foxx). the plan is to help django find his wife, broomhilda (kerry

washington), a slave owned by calvin candie (leonardo dicaprio), a very ruthless plantation owner. but even before he
arrives at candie's plantation, he meets candie's ward, stephen (django unchained), a young black man who is a

former slave. we see through django's eyes that he can't stand stephen, and would gladly have killed him if he had
the chance. the way tarantino shows the brutality that stephen suffers at the hands of candie is so convincing that i

was pretty much turned off of the movie right from the beginning. this is one of the most graphic depictions of slavery
that i have seen in a movie. tarantino's style is so unique and distinctive that it is impossible to compare it to any

other movie, and he's able to make the most horrific depiction of a slave owner imaginable seem like a role we would
all love to play. tarantino is one of the most provocative and provocative filmmakers working today, and his movie is a

true stunner. a movie that is full of blood and violence, so it's no surprise that it is a favorite of mine.
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